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RINGKASAN: Ujikaji telah dilakukan untuk menyiasat pertambahan pemindahan , haba perolakan dalam penukar haba pada ju/at tertentu dengan menetapkan tekanan
jatuh pada nilai yang malar. Tiga jenis tatarajah, simitri tak serentak (staggeredsymmetric (stager-sm), bukan simitri tak serentak (staggered-un symmetric (stagei~
US), dan serentak (unstaggered (Un-stager) digunak.an untuk menentukan tatarajah
optimum dalam saluran ujian segitiga berbentuk rusuk. Hasi/ dari ujikaji dibandingkan
·dengan ·saluran licin. Ujikaji dilakukan ·dalam aliran laminar dah turbulen dari ju/at
nombor Reynolds 250-7000. Parameter geometri ditetapkan pada nilai pie = 10
(nisbahjarak dan tinggi rusul<) seperti yang dikehendaki oleh industri dan suhu dinding
dikekalkan pada suhu 85 °C. Teknik pengukuran sejagat digunakah untuk menentukan ~
taburan suhu dan tekanan jatuh dalam saluran ujian tersebut. Hasil ujikajlmenunjukkan
tatarajah simitri tak serentak memberikan keputusan yang baik dari perspektif
pemindahan haba dan tekanan jatuh. Walaubagaimanapun, jika pemindahan haba
merupakan ciri lebih penting dari tekanan jatuh, maka tatarajah .bukan simitri tak
serentak boleh diberi perhatian.
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ABSTRACT: An experimental study was carried out to inve'stigate the convective
heat transfer enhancement· in -· compact heat exchanger by keeping pressure drop
constant for a specific range. Three different types of configurations namely, staggeredsymmetric (stager-sm), staggered-un symmetric (stager-us), and unstaggered (unstager) were used to find the optimum configuration i_
n triangular ribbed test channel_.
.The _results were later compared with a _smooth channel., The _investigation was
performed with both laminar and turbulent forced flows for Reynolds numbers ranging .
·from 250 to 7000. The geometric parameters, in order to satisfy manufacturer demands,
were fixed at pie = 10 (ratio of rib spacing and rib height) and the wall temperature
was held constant at 85 °C. The global measurement technique was used to determine .·
the temperature distribution and pressure drop in the test duct. The results indicated
·that the staggered-symmetric configuration gives better results from the perspective
of both the heat transfer and pressure drop. However, if the heat transfer rate is more
important than pressure drop, then the staggered-un symmetric configuration can be
considered.
KEYWORDS: Configuration of turbulence promoters, compact heat exchanger,
convective heat transfer
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INTRODUCTION .
Compact heat exchangers are significant components of future aircraft devices. An
enhancement QfAhe heat transfer,ra.te will c;lecrease the heat exchanger size: As a result,
the weight and investment costs wm be lowered'; For a specific augmentation of heat transfer,
the rib configuration is very important. In heat exchanger systems, ducts with rip elements
are often used to enhance· forced convection heat transfer. The convective heat transfer
coefficient of gases is u_sualiy' qne or 'two orders of magnitude iowe(than that of liquids.
Therefore:, a large heat transfer area is n'ecessary to( realising a high heat transfer rate,
especially if one or more fluids are in gaseous state. This means that surface must be
compact. :
Heat transfer designers aridE3rigi~eers ale continually seeking the high~perforrriance enhanced
surface'. Thii.cohi::ept'ot combiried turbulence promoters was( examined'for this study. Ribs
may indu~e vo'rtices a'nd g'reatly ~riharice_theheat trans_f~r -c9efficierif'on the l tiat wall.
tran~f~r thar;t ,thE3. flat wall.
turbulence promoters. rri°ay 'p(ociuc~ ev~n ,hfgher. heat
Therefore,
..
.
.

The main focus of this work is to invesJigate the effect of, rib spacing on the heat transfer
coefficients and -friction factors.over a r~mge of Reynolds number that have been established
for the square rectangular ducts. The effect of'turbulators on friction factors and heat transfer
coefficients· iir rectangular -channels 'on two opposite· ribbed walls are also determined .
.- -,

~

A literatifre 'review ori this subject reveals a number of studies' re!~ted 'to this investigation.
Most studies have been conducted for rectangular rips usually, on ' one side't>t duct only.
heat exchanger _to determine ;the thermal
Beiler and Kroger (199(5)· studied a multi-channe! _
performance reductions due to flow maldistributions; Bhavnani _and Berger (1995) investigated
· the effect on local heat transfer performance ·of two different types of larger scale surface
roughness elements, namely repeated rib and stepped surfaces. He used the Mach-Zehnder
interferometry in his experiments to evaluate the local natural 'convection heat :transfer
characteristics. Liou and Wang (1995) studied measurements of .temperature distributions
in the detach_ed-ribb~d du,ct 110...yanci abrupt co.ntraction inrets. He ·used th~ holographic
find the heat .tr~nsfer ·characteristics. l;ie n:iacie complementary pressure
interferometry
loss m~asurements enabling thermal performance comparison between detached-ripped, _
attached-ripped and smooth ducts. Zhang and Gu (1994) studied the enhancement of heat
transfer and friction factors in rectangular channels with ..square, ribbed· onibbed grooved

io

walls.
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The objective of. this study is .to investigate the convective heat transfer enhancement in
compact heat exchanger by keeping pressure drop constant Three different types of
configuration namely, staggered-symmetric (stager-sm), staggered-un symmetric (stagerus), and unstaggered (un-stager) were used to find the optimum configuration in triangular
ribbed test channel.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In investigation ot local heat transfer in duct with rib, the heattransfer rate can be calculated
by,

0

= !iTmUf3V

(1)

Heat transfer can be improved by increasing volume V, area density /3, the duct logarithmic
mean temperature difference ti Tm and overall conductance U. The convective heat transfer
coefficient of gases is usually significantly lower than liquids. For this reason, a large area
is necessary to achieve high heat transfer. This is effectively handled in a compact heat
exchanger.
Comparing . different heat exchangers, the heat transfer rate and .pressure drop are the
decisive parameters. The aim of heat exchanger design is to get a high heat flux combined
with a pressure drop as low as possible. London and Ferguson (1949) propose to present
the heat transfer coefficient h as a function of the pumping power P per heat transfer area
A, determined by ,

E

= .!__ = - 1-· - ~Re 3
A

8d~dy

pV 3

(2)

where ~ is a pressure drop coefficient and v the ki~ematic viscosity. Equation (2) is suitable
for comparison of heat exchangers with the same hydraulic diameter. In the case of different
hydraulic diameter, Kays and London (1949) recommend to multiply the heat transfer coefficient

/3,and to. show it ,as a .functiol') of the
prod~ct E/3. The volume goodness factor is therefor~ defined a,s
"

. h ,with .a turbulators efficiency,, 71R and ~rea density

(3)
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A high volume goodness factor means the bigger is the heat flux per volume unit to be
transferred, maintaining the same temperature. " ,

THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The test ducts are fixed at 300 mm length,
150 mm width and 1O mm channel height. Rib height is fixed at 3 mm. The test section had
a sandwich construction with a removable upper part allowing use of different test matrices
with variable height and size, as well as differently arranged turbulence promoters.

·· Entrance Region

·• PVCpipe
;1 '. )

Test Section

Figure
.'

1." Schematic view' of 'the experimental set-up '

.~·:

The experimental apparatus was operated in the suction rriodEf The thermaliy insulated inlet ·
assumed a hydro-dynamicallide veloped airflow entering the test section. The test s·ectioh
itself was heated by water. The temperature of each plate was measured by 18.copperconstant thermocouples in order to assume a uniform wall te~perature in· the test matrix
surface.
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A total of nine thermocouples are used to measure the bulk mean air temperature entering
and leaving the test section. The mass flow rates and thus the Reynolds numbers in the
test matrix determined by orificemetry and verified by rotormeter should have an accuracy
of at least 3% of the measured volume of -flow -rate. Pressure drop was measured by an
inclined manometer in which alcohol was used as the measurement fluid. Airflow was
produced by a suction pump equipped with a flow regulating throttle valve. The three different
types of configurations namely, stf!ggered~symmetric (stager0 sm), staggered-un symmetric
(stager-us), and unstaggered (un-stager) are shown in Figure 2a - 2c.
p
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Figure 2a. Schematic view of the staggered-symmetrical ribbed wall
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Figµre-2b. Sche_
matic .view of the -staggered-unsymmetrical ribbed. wall

,.:·:

Figure 2c. Schematic view of the unstaggered (inline) ribbed wall
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
During the course of the experimental investigation, the controlled parameters were the duct
geometry, inlet-outlet temperature, wall temperature and pressure drop. The Reynolds number
was varied in a systematic manner. Rib configuration was changed in the test channel. A
new approach, which is staggered~un symmetric is used and compared with others. Once
the apparatus was a.ssembled and sealed, the fan is a~tivated. For each configuration, a
series of experiments is performed by changing the Reynolds number. The test section was
heated up to 85°C by the circulating hot water. This will approximate a constant wall
temperature thermal boundary condition. During the experiments, the Reynolds number
ranges from 250 to 7000. The Reynolds number is increased by steps of 250.

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
Enhancing heat transfer on a surface, especially in heat exchanger, is to roughen the surface
by the use of repeated ribs. The ribs break the laminar sub-layer and create local wall
turbulence due to flow separation and reattachment between the ribs. This will greatly
enhance the heat transfer coefficient.
In Figure 3, temperature differences are shown as a tunction ,of Reynolds number. As can
be seen from the figure, highe~temperature differences ca11 be observed for the staggeredunsymmetric configuration. Therefore, higher heat transfer occurred by using the staggeredunsymmetric configuration followed by the staggered-symmetric and unstaggered
configurations. A much lower heat transfer occurred in thJ smooth channel configuration.
In Figure 4, the pressure drop is shown as a function of Reynolds numbers. The pressure
drop for unstaggered and staggered-unsymmetric configurations is slightly higher when
compared with staggered-symmetric configuration. The pressure drop for the smooth channel
is much lower. In Figure 5, the variations of the Nusselt numbers as a function of Reynolds
number is presented. Generally, the Nusselt number is higher for the staggered-unsymmetric
configuration than the others. However, staggered-symmetric and unstaggered configuration
is very close to the range of the Reynolds numbers considered in the experiment. In Figure 6,
the volume goodness factor ot the different arrangements is shown. The staggered- unsymmetric configuration shows the highest volume goodness factor since the heat transfer
coefficient is the highest .
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Figure 3. Temperature .diff~rence' as fimction of
Reynolds number for all configurations
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Figure 4. Pressure drop as a function of Reynolds
number for all configurations
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CONCLUSION
Compact heat exchangers are used in applications where the smallness of weight and size
are important. An experimental investigation has been carried out for various configurations.
As a conclusion, the staggered-symmetric configuration gives better results from th.e point
of heat transfer and pressure drop. However, the staggered-unsymmetric configuration must
be considered if heat transfer rate is more important than the pressure drop.
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Nomenclature
A

e
h
Nu

p

p
L
Re

u
v
Q

t..Tm
~
~
v
,iR

E~

2

Heat transfer area, m
Height of ribs, m
Height of test channel, m
Nusselt number
Pumping power, W
Rib spacing, m
The length of the test channel, m
Reynolds number
-2
-1
Overall conductance, Wm K
3
Heat exchanger volume, m
Heat transfer rate, W
Logarithmic mean temperature, K
Area density, m2/m 3
Pressure drop coefficient
Kinematic viscosity, m2s-1
Turbulators efficiency
Volume goodness factor, W/m2
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